Aptean Ross Data Manager
Easily archive data and retrieve information with robust data
management for Ross ERP
_______
With Ross Data Manager, you can evaluate data pertaining to your daily operations and use that to examine
trends and activities that guide informed decisions about the future. As time passes, some of the historic data
loses its significance but remains in the system creating unintended negative effects on performance, storage
requirements, system maintenance, and upgrades.
Ross Data Manager is designed to allow management of historical data in a more efficient manner, putting you in
control of your ERP data instead of the other way around. The biggest benefits of archiving data include:

Improved ERP Performance and Response Time

Increased Benefits when Upgrading

Archiving ERP data helps control the size of your

Process data faster and reduce production

database and ensures that only significant and

conversion downtime during the upgrade cycle.

relevant information is utilized.

Reduced Processing Time

Reduced Total Cost of Ownership

As less data is being queried for reports and other

Store archived data on another server so your

functions, fewer server resources are required to

resources required for backups and production

handle requests.

disk space don’t have to grow with the size of your
database.
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Key Features
•• Ross Data Manager simplifies the process of data archiving by defining data to be archived by cut-off date
and record status. All of this can be done with zero downtime.
•• Archiving includes transaction trees for AP, AR, GL, DC, IC, and Sales modules for quick access.
•• Archive either by year, or by period and year.
•• This process is repetitive, Key allowing you to archive repeatedly, appending to your archive based on your
organization’s individual needs and desired filter criteria.
•• You may host the archive database on a different server location and provide activity logs before making a
final commit.
•• Performs data validation during the archive process while ensuring open transactions are not archived.
•• Maintain referential integrity without the user needing to know the relationships/constraints to use the
tool.
•• Archive user-defined custom tables, and also add custom tables and fields to standard dependencies.
•• Add custom algorithms to the archive using non-standard filters.
•• Ross Data Manager activities are logged to provide a history of the data processed for later verification and
validation.
•• The security of the archive is maintained in the same manner and with the same settings as your
production database.

Manage your data, instead of letting your data manage you. Aptean Professional Services has experts in data
archiving and Aptean Ross Data Manager and can train your team on best practices for data archiving and the
operation of the toolkit. For more information, contact your account manager or email us at info@aptean.com.

Aptean is a global provider of mission-critical, industry-specific software solutions. Aptean’s
purpose-built ERP and supply chain management solutions help address the unique challenges
facing process and discrete manufacturers, distributors, and other focused organizations.
Aptean’s compliance solutions are built for companies serving specific markets such as finance,
healthcare, biotech and pharmaceuticals. Over 2,500 organizations in more than 20 industries
across 54 countries trust Aptean’s solutions at their core to assist with running their operations.
To learn more about Aptean and the markets we serve, visit www.aptean.com.
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